REYKJAVIK
ICELAND

Explore Reykjavik, the world’s most northern capital city.
Discover the charms of Reykjavik, Iceland’s largest city and
one of the greenest, cleanest and safest places in the world.
Once the hermitage of Irish monks who fled after settlement
by Nordic pagans in the 9th century, Reykjavik only enjoyed
urban development after the 18th century when the Danish
crown ruled.
Today, the city is modern, welcoming and full of culture.
Nature is powerful here, too — lava fields and lunar landscapes
surround Reykjavik. Geothermal springs power everything from
geysers to public pools and hot water in homes.
Experience everything this wonderful city has to offer.

SHOPPING

LOCAL CUISINE
Traditional Icelandic
cuisine is a mix of seafood,
lamb, sausages and dairy.
Vegetable gardens only
became popular in the mid1700s, but today rutabaga,
turnips, potatoes and
cabbage are popular in the
local diet.
Try hákarl for an
adventurous meal. The
belly and body of the Greenland shark rot until the
meat is no longer poisonous. Then, it’s pickled and
hung to dry for several months.
Caraway is popular in drinks. Caraway coffee is strong
and tasty. The national spirit, brennivín, is a caraway
flavored schnapps, nicknamed The Black Death
despite its bright green color.

CURRENCY

Iceland uses
the króna.

Some major
banks exchange
money at ATMs.

Enjoy shopping
downtown,
particularly
on the streets
Laugarvegur and
Skólavördustígur.
Nearly everything
in the city is
made to high
standards,
including
clothing, crafts
and home goods.
Shop for beautiful furs here. Jackets, muffs,
collars and more are a luxurious way to
remember Iceland. Wool souvenirs are another
great choice. Try on a skotthúfa, the traditional
Icelandic tail cap or look for distinctive Icelandic
sweaters, called lopapeysa.

Tipping is not
customary.

Service charges
may be included.

REYKJAVIK
ICELAND
PLACES OF INTEREST

TOP 3 LAND DISCOVERIES

1. THE HOUSE OF THE FALCONS

THE GOLDEN CIRCLE WITH HORSE SHOW

See the house where historic Icelanders paid
homage to Danish kings with gifts of falcons.

Experience some of Iceland’s greatest
natural attractions. The Golden Circle
loops around Reykjavik and includes
Thingvellir National Park, Gullfoss or
the Golden Waterfalls and the Great
Geysir area. Watch Strokkur spout water
100 feet in the air, see more waterfalls,
sheep and salmon and enjoy a fantastic
Icelandic horse show in Fridheimar.

2. HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA

View the city from this Lutheran cathedral’s tower,
an Expressionist wonder inspired by lava.
3. TJÖRNINN

Enjoy the beautiful City Hall and City Pond, home
to plenty of gracefully floating swans.

LUNAR LANDSCAPE & BATHING IN THE BLUE LAGOON

BEYOND CITY CENTER

Relax in the incredible waters of the
Blue Lagoon before visiting amazing
landscapes. At the Blue Lagoon, reconnect
with nature and breathe in the crisp, clean
air. A sauna and steam are available, too.
Next, travel through geothermal fields, the
lunar landscape of the Reykjanes peninsula
and fishing and Viking villages.

THIINGVELLIR NATIONAL PARK

Marvel at this wild park where Iceland’s Parliament
met for centuries along a tectonic fissure.
GULLFLOSS

Bask in the glow of the Golden Waterfalls, a
gorgeous staircase waterfall known for its rainbows.

REYKJAVIK REVEALED - A GUIDED WALK
Wander the highlights of Reykjavik with
a knowledgeable local guide. Stroll past
the city’s oldest street where a Viking
excavation takes place. See clusters of
timber homes, a historic royal falcon
house, Hallgrímskirkja, the Hotel Borg
and Tjörninn, the City Hall and home to
several swans. Refreshments and music
cap the day.

STROKKUR

Stand back when this giant geyser blows up to 100
feet in the air, surrounded by smaller spouts.
BLUE LAGOON GEOTHERMAL SPA

Indulge in the ultimate relaxation with saunas,
steam rooms, waterfalls, massages and more.

Visit the Land Discoveries
Desk on Deck 4 to reserve
these and other exciting
experiences.
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